approximate inflation factors in sample size calculations when ρ c = 1 under the assumption of equal variances between groups Zucker et al., 1999; Miller, 2005) . These authors also proposed adaptations of the t-test when internal pilot data are collected to avoid elevated type I errors. However, no previous work has accommodated noncompliance in this context.
In this Web Appendix, we adapt previously proposed approximate sample size formulas for external and internal pilot data to accommodate noncompliance and unequal variances.
In the case of internal pilot studies, we also adapt two test statistics to accommodate noncompliance. The first method adapted is the second-segment Stein (1945) (SS) method described in Zucker et al. (1999) . The second method adapted is the approach by Miller (2005) in which bounded bias (BB) of the variance estimate is accommodated in the sample size formula and t-test.
Assuming equal variances in both groups, ρ c = 1, and r = 1, the original Stein (1945) approach involved calculating N = 2{(t α/2,2(np−1) + t β,2(np−1) )/δ} 2 S 2 p + 1,
where S 2 p is the pooled variance estimate calculated from the pilot data, t q,ν is the 1−q quantile of the t distribution with ν degrees of freedom, and n p is the sample size per group in the pilot study. Thus, the approximate inflation factor used in (1) to account for variance uncertainty is {(t α/2,2(np−1) + t β,2(np−1) )/(z α/2 + z β )} 2 , whereas the exact inflation statistic, and can only be used if some minimum sample size for the second segment (i.e., n s ) is imposed. Let D z = (Ȳ zs −Ȳ zp ) be the mean observed study outcome difference in group z of the second segment data compared to the pilot data. Further, Let S 2 s be the pooled variance estimate of the second-segment data. The test statistic is then t SS = N/2(Ȳ 1 −Ȳ 0 )/S SS to be compared to t α/2,2ns , where
Before describing our adaptation of the SS approach, we describe the BB method by Miller (2005) . Assuming equal variances in both groups, ρ c = 1, and r = 1, the approach involved calculating v = 2{(Z α/2 + Z β )/δ} 2 , and setting N = max{vS 2 p + 1, n p + n s(min) }, where n s(min) ≥ 0 is an arbitrary minimum for the second segment. Let S 2 be the pooled variance estimate from all of the study data. Miller (2005) showed that − We consider new sample-size formulas for internal and external pilot studies that adapt (1) and Miller (2005) approaches. We also propose two adaptations of the ttest that extend t SS and t BB for internal pilot studies. The extensions of the sample size calculation involve 1) using the t inflation factor like in (1), 2) letting treatmentgroup variances and sample sizes differ (and using the Welch approximation for degrees of freedom), and 3) incorporating compliance-group proportion estimates. We calculate a noncompliance corrected v, v nc = {(t α/2,νp + t β,νp )/δρ cp } 2 , where ν p is the degrees of freedom calculated with the Welch approximation using the pilot data, andρ cp is the estimated proportion of compliers calculated from the pilot data.
For external pilot studies, the sample size formula for the control group is
For internal pilot studies, we propose a formula that produces restricted designs, i.e., N 0 > n 0p :
where S 2 zp is the sample variance of group z calculated from the pilot data, n zp is the sample size of the pilot data in group z, and n 0s(min) is an arbitrary minimum sample size for the control group second segment. We assume that the pre-specified ratio r is maintained for both stages of the study so that n 1p /n 0p = n 1s(min) /n 0s(min) = r.
Our adaptation of t SS for internal pilot studies involves deriving group-specific variance estimates. Let
The noncompliance SS (NSS) test statistic is then
Note that n zs are the degrees of freedom for S 2 zSS and were hence used in ν N SS instead of n zs − 1.
Our adaptation of t BB involves accounting for the potential bias in two variance estimates for the special case of r = 1, thus n 1p = n 0p = n p , n 1s = n 0s = n s , n 1s(min) = n 0s(min) = n s(min) , and N 1 = N 0 = N. We calculate the variance
where the term −2 np−1 (νp−2)vnc is an approximate bound for bias of S (4) is found in the subsection below. The
compared to t α/2,ν NBB , where
.
The proposed sample size formulas involve adapting the approximate inflation factor in (1) to handle unequal variances that may be due to noncompliance with selection bias.
However, use of the Welch approximation in sample size calculations and both tests in the presence of noncompliance is not entirely accurate. When ρ c = 1, the Welch degrees of freedom are used to approximate the distribution of the variance of mean differences, a sum of weighted chi-square random variables, to a chi-square random variable. However, in the presence of noncompliance, the variance of mean differences is a sum of weighted central and noncentral chi-square random variables, where the noncentrality parameters depend on true adherence-subgroup means and compliance group distribution. The source of this inaccuracy is a special case of averaging over a factor causing heterogeneity in the treatment-specific outcome distribution. Even in cases with ρ c = 1, other factors not considered in the sample size calculation (e.g., sex, age, etc.) are averaged over that may also cause heterogeneity in the outcome distribution. A closed-form approximate method that is reasonably accurate in accounting for heterogeneity from noncompliance is of practical utility, thus it is of interest to evaluate the performance of the proposed procedures for different levels of noncompliance and selection bias.
Derivation of Bounded Bias Expression (4)
This subsection can be skipped without loss of continuity. From the work of Wittes et al. (1999) , the bias of S 2 z for internal pilot studies with r = 1 can be expressed as
, because n s is a random variable. Thus,
where we approximate E
, where X is a chi-square random variable with ν p degrees of freedom. Therefore, E(X −1 ) = 1/(ν p − 2). The inequality follows from Lemma A.1 in Miller (2005) . Estimating v/(2ρ
Simulation study
We assess the performance of our proposed sample size calculations and tests via extensive simulation studies under a variety of specifications for ρ c , selection bias, and variance inequality. In all specifications, the sample size is calculated to detect δ = 0.5 with 80%
power, where µ c1 = 0.5, µ c0 = 0, and σ 2 c0 = σ 2 n = 1, using two-sided tests with α = 0.05. Pilot studies were simulated with r = 1, n 0p = n 1p = 10, 20, 30, 50. For internal pilot studies, the sample size was calculated using (3), where n 0s(min) = 10. For external pilot studies, (2) was used to calculate sample size. For each specification, 100,000 'studies' were simulated to estimate empirical power and type I error of the naive t-test. For internal pilot studies, t N SS and t N BB were also evaluated.
The empirical type I error for the approaches with internal pilot data is found in Web Table 1 . We see that both t N SS and t N BB are more conservative and control type I error better than the naive t-test. However, like in Wittes et al. (1999) where ρ c = 1, when n zp and n zs are large, empirical type I error is approximately unbiased for the naive t-test. The largest biases occurred when σ 2 c1 = σ 2 a . The t N SS and t N BB statistics perform similarly to each other. The empirical power (when µ c1 = 0.5 and µ c0 = 0) for the approaches with internal pilot data is found in Web Table 2 . As in Wittes et al. (1999) , when n zp is a small percentage of the required sample size, the study is under-powered. In particular, empirical power is lowest in the specification with ρ c = 0.20, but improves with increasing n zp . As in Zucker et al. (1999) where ρ c = 1, t N SS performs well for attaining adequate power when n zp is sufficient, at least 10% of the required sample size for the specifications explored in this study, regardless of selection bias. Again, the performances of t N SS and t N BB are similar.
The empirical type I error and power of the naive t-test for external pilot studies are found in Web Table 3 . We see that the approach performs well, and achieves close to nominal power when n zp = 50 for all specifications studied except when ρ c < 0.5 (i.e., the specifications requiring the largest sample size). We also see that, like with internal pilot studies, the median required sample size per group decreases with increasing n zp . This result reflects that when n zp is larger compared to when it is smaller, inflation factors are closer to one owing to larger degrees of freedom in (2) and more precise estimates of variance and ρ c from pilot data.
Conclusion
Although more accurate approximations for the distribution of a sum of weighted noncentral chi-square variables have been proposed (e.g., Castaño-Martínez and López-Blázquez, 2005), their mathematical complexity limits their use and practicality for calculating sample size. Further, the simulation studies show that using the Welch approximation for degrees of freedom in the inflation factor and resulting t-tests performs reasonably well for controlling type I error and attaining desired power in the presence of noncompliance.
The main factor that impacts the performance of the methods is the ratio of n zp to the total required sample size. If ρ c is expected to be small, then n zp should be chosen to have a sufficient number in each adherence subgroup to provide a reasonable estimate of subgroup means and variances for precisely estimating treatment-group variances, particularly when large levels of selection bias are expected. Zucker et al. (1999) discussed concerns about jeopardizing blinding for internal pilot studies that are relevant here. In particular, unblinding may risk interim testing in addition to sample size calculation, which further impacts type I error. The authors noted that interim sample size calculation without testing can be allowed by disclosing treatment-group variance estimates, but not interim mean differences. To adapt this recommendation to allow noncompliance, the interim compliance proportion estimate also needs to be revealed. with internal pilot data to detect δ = 0.5 with µ c1 = 0.5 and µ c0 = 0 where σ 2 c0 = σ 2 n = 1, and ρ n = ρ a = (1 − ρ c )/2. Two groups compared using the naive t-test, t N SS , and t N BB . N = median sample size per group. Monte Carlo standard error = 0.06% from 100,000 iterations. with internal pilot data to detect δ = 0.5 with µ c1 = 0.5 and µ c0 = 0 where σ 2 c0 = σ 2 n = 1, and ρ n = ρ a = (1 − ρ c )/2. Two groups compared using the naive t-test, t N SS , and t N BB . N = median sample size per group. Monte Carlo standard error = 0.13% from 100,000 iterations. Table 3 : Comparison of empirical Type I error (α e ), and power, (1 − β e ), to nominal Type I error (5%) and power (80%), respectively, from studies with sample sizes calculated using Equation 2 with external pilot data to detect δ = 0.5 with µ c1 = 0.5 and µ c0 = 0 where σ 2 c0 = σ
